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STEP-2

CHOOSE THE REQUIRED CHANNEL FOR MOTOR WITH CHANNEL SELECTION BUTTONS

STEP-3

SHORT PRESS P1 FOR ONE TIME
PRESS AND HOLD P1 UNTIL HEARING CONTINUOUS SOUND, DO NOT RELEASE YOUR HAND FROM P1.
AT THE SAME TIME PRESS ANY FUNCTION(1....7) KEY ON REMOTE GET A CONFIRMATION BEEP.

STEP-4

CHECK THE WORKING DIRECTIONS
PRESS MANUAL DOWN BUTTON
THE LOUVRES SHOULD GO DOWN

CHECK THE WORKING DIRECTIONS
PRESS MANUAL UP BUTTON
THE LOUVRES SHOULD GO UP

IF THE DIRECTIONS ARE REVERSE, EXCHANGE THE CABLES 3 WITH 4 AND 5 WITH 6 (IF DOUBLE MOTOR)
STEP-5

Backside of Remote

Turn the backside of remote

(1) Short
(2) Short
(3) Short
(4) Long

Press short short short long press press press 5 seconds

Short press 3 times and on the 4th time press and hold P3 until you get sound from receiver
BEEP with 1 second gaps

BEEP 1 second BEEP 1 second BEEP 1 second

BEEP 3 times BEEP 1 second BEEP 1 second

STEP-6(A)

Press manual down button until the louvres get zero degree position

CHANNELS

FUNCTION-1

FUNCTION-2

FUNCTION-3

FUNCTION-4

FUNCTION-5

FUNCTION-6

R / C

G / Y

B / M

WW / CW

Col <>

Cycle

OFF

STEP-6(B)

Backside of Remote

Turn the backside of remote

Press and hold P3 2 seconds until you get sound from receiver
BEEP with 2 second gaps

BEEP 2 seconds BEEP 2 seconds BEEP 2 seconds

BEEP 3 times BEEP 2 seconds BEEP 2 seconds

STEP-7(A)

Press manual up button until the louvres get 80-85 degree position

CHANNELS

FUNCTION-1

FUNCTION-2

FUNCTION-3

FUNCTION-4

FUNCTION-5

FUNCTION-6

R / C

G / Y

B / M

WW / CW

Col <>

Cycle

OFF

FUNCTION-7

STEP-7(B)

Backside of Remote

Turn the backside of remote

Press and hold P3 until you get continuous BEEP sound from receiver

BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP BEEP
THE LOUVRES WILL TRAVEL MORE THAN ZERO DEGREES

STEP 5(C)

THE LOUVRES WILL TRAVEL AGAIN TO ZERO DEGREES AND STOP

STEP 5(D)

PROGRAMMING HAS FINISHED FOR MOTOR / MOTORS

CHANNEL SELECTION BUTTONS
FUNCTION-1
FUNCTION-2
FUNCTION-3
FUNCTION-4
FUNCTION-5
FUNCTION-6
FUNCTION-7

R / C
G / Y
B / M
WW / CW
Col <>
Cycle
OFF

ZERO DEGREES
%33 OPEN
MANUAL UP
STOP
MANUAL DOWN
%66 OPEN
%100 OPEN

RADIO CODE DELETION
A-SINGLE RADIO CODE
P1
SHORT PRESS
P1 (1)
SHORT PRESS
P1 (2)
SHORT PRESS
P1 (3)
SHORT PRESS
P1 (4)
P1 (5)
P1 (6)
P1 PRESS & HOLD
BUZZER EMITS AN INTERMITTENT SOUND
SHORT PRESS P1 FOR 4 TIMES , ON 5 TH PRESS AND HOLD P1 UNTIL HEARING INTERMITTENT SOUND , DO NOT RELEASE YOUR HAND FROM P1.
AT THE SAME TIME PRESS ANY FUNCTION(1....7) KEY ON REMOTE THAT YOU WANT TO DELETE THE CHANNEL GET A CONFIRMATION CONTINUOUS SOUND

CHANNELS
CHANNEL SELECTION BUTTONS
FUNCTION-1
FUNCTION-2
FUNCTION-3
FUNCTION-4
FUNCTION-5
FUNCTION-6
FUNCTION-7

R / C
G / Y
B / M
WW / CW
Col <>
Cycle
OFF

A-ALL RADIO CODES
P1
SHORT PRESS
P1 (1)
SHORT PRESS
P1 (2)
SHORT PRESS
P1 (3)
SHORT PRESS
P1 (4)
P1 (5)
P1 (6)
P1 SHORT PRESS
BUZZER EMITS A CONTINUOUS SOUND 10 SECONDS
SHORT PRESS P1 FOR 5 TIMES , ON 6 TH PRESS AND HOLD P1 UNTIL HEARING CONTINUOUS SOUND.

MEMORIZATION OF OTHER RADIO CODES
P3
BACKSIDE OF REMOTE
TURN THE BACKSIDE OF REMOTE PRESS AND HOLD P3 UNTIL YOU GET A CONTINUOUS BEEP SOUND FROM RECEIVER

PRES FUNCTION (1) BUTTON ON REMOTE THE BUZZER WILL STOP FOR 1 SECONDS AND STARTS AGAIN THE CONTINUOUS SOUND.
TRANSMITTER TO BE CODE COPIED PRESS FUNCTION(1) BUTTON ON NEW TRANSMITTER.
GET THE INTERMITTENT CONFIRMATION SOUND FROM BUZZER.

REMOTE DELETION OF A RADIO CODE
P3
BACKSIDE OF REMOTE
TURN THE BACKSIDE OF REMOTE PRESS 2 TIMES AND HOLD ON 3RD TIME P3 UNTIL YOU GET A SLOW INTERMITTENT BEEP SOUND FROM RECEIVER.
PRES A BUTTON RELATIVE TO THE CODE TO BE DELETED WITHIN 5 SECONDS THE BUZZER WILL STOP.